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Chapter 

Circadian variation and  
intermuscular correlation of  
rabbit jaw-muscle activity 

 
 

 
 
 
Abstract 
 

The activation of jaw muscles varies with different tasks and must be coordinated to ensure 
proper function of the masticatory system. The activation patterns might differ among 
muscles or over the time course. In order to evaluate the activation patterns and the 
intermuscular correlation during normal daily activity, the electromyograms (EMG) of the 
superficial and deep masseter, medial pterygoid, and digastric muscles were continuously 
recorded in rabbits and related to activity levels. Muscle use was assessed as the relative 
time per hour (duty time) during which predefined levels of the peak-EMG of the day were 
exceeded. Pearson’s correlation of duty times was calculated for six muscle pairs at various 
activity levels. The duty times of the muscles differed significantly at levels exceeding 50% 
of the peak-EMG. The animals exhibited apparent intraday variations of duty times 
revealing a circadian covariant pattern of muscle use. These variations, however, were 
different in each animal. The activation of pairs of jaw-closing muscles was more highly 
correlated than that of pairs consisting of a jaw-closing and a jaw-opening muscle. The 
mutual dependence of hourly muscle activity among jaw closers and among jaw closers and 
jaw openers varied with the activity level suggesting that those muscle groups might be 
independently controlled during non-powerful and powerful motor behaviors. 
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Introduction 
 

Jaw muscles are used in a wide range of oral behavior patterns, and their activation largely 
determines mechanical force magnitude, which plays a crucial role in the skeletal (Burr, 
1997; Turner, 2000; Frost, 2001; Ferretti et al., 2003) and muscular tissue remodeling 
(Kernell, 1992; Pette and Staron, 1997; Pette and Vrbová, 1999). The activation of a muscle 
is reflected in its electromyogram (EMG, Basmajian and Stecko, 1962; Blanksma and van 
Eijden, 1995) and can be quantified by the number, magnitude, and duration of bursts. The 
relative duration of muscle activation during a specified period, the so-called “duty time”, is 
the cumulative length of all individual bursts, usually expressed as percentage of the length 
of this period (Hensbergen and Kernell, 1997, 1998), and can be regarded as measure for 
the overall neuromuscular activity (Monster et al., 1978). Differences in duty times 
between muscles or muscle groups provide information on differential neuromuscular 
activation by the central nervous system. Previously, duty times have been calculated 
mainly over the entire period of recording (Monster et al., 1978) or on a diurnal basis 
(Hensbergen and Kernell, 1997; Langenbach et al., 2002; van Wessel et al., 2005a). Muscle 
use, however, is not evenly distributed over the day as shown, for instance, for the leg 
muscles, which display significantly different levels of activation over prolonged time 
periods during any 24-hour period (Blewett and Elder, 1993; Hensbergen and Kernell, 
1998; Hodgson et al., 2001). It is assumed that muscles with predominantly postural 
activity are active during long periods of the day with little variation of activity, whereas 
muscles that predominantly contribute to locomotor activity exhibit large variation of 
activity (Hodgson et al., 2001). 

It is conceivable that jaw-opening muscles and jaw-closing muscles are responsible for 
both the postural and locomotor (i.e., oral motor) activities, and that they exhibit variable 
activity in relation to these tasks. To examine whether there are significant variations in 
jaw-muscle activity and to assess whether the potential variations are comparable in various 
muscles, it appears necessary to calculate the duty times on the basis of time spans 
sufficiently short to allow a comparison of multiple samples per day. Furthermore, detailed 
muscle characterization requires consideration of activity magnitudes. Characterization of 
duty times in relation to the activity magnitude helps discriminate between non-powerful 
motor behaviors, such as postural maintenance, lapping, and drinking, and powerful motor 
behaviors, such as chewing, gnawing, and biting. This way it might become possible to 
elucidate if the various muscles are used differently depending on the level of 
neuromuscular activation. 

Activation of jaw muscles requires close control to ensure their action in a strictly 
coordinated manner during the execution of the various types of motor tasks within the 
stomatognathic system. For example, during masticatory movements the activation of three 
functionally different muscle groups, i.e., the jaw closers, the jaw openers, and the posterior 
deep masseter, shows a high degree of correlation within the groups and the burst 
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magnitudes of these muscle groups have been shown to be independently controlled each 
by a single individual neural factor (Weijs et al., 1999). Characteristic motor tasks, such as 
mastication, however, account only for a small fraction of the daily muscle activity and are 
not necessarily representative of the entire normal daily activity. Up to now, it is unknown 
whether a similar groupwise activation exists for spontaneous daily behavior other than 
chewing. Understanding of the muscle coordination during the complete functional regime 
would require information on all motor tasks of these muscles. In order to obtain the latter, 
activation patterns should be studied over extended time periods, including the full range of 
functional demands. Previous investigations of habitual jaw-muscle activity over longer 
time periods (Miyamoto et al., 1996, 1999; Langenbach et al., 2004) were limited to the 
masseter muscle, and very little information is available on other muscles of mastication 
and their concerted functional use.  

The aims of this study were to characterize the hourly activation patterns of various jaw 
muscles, to reveal potential interindividual and intraindividual variations in duty time, and 
to assess correlations of muscle activation. For this purpose, the hourly duty times of the 
anterior superficial and posterior deep masseter, medial pterygoid, and digastric muscles of 
rabbits were determined during normal daily oral behavior and related to predefined 
activity levels. Since jaw muscles are functionally distinct, it was hypothesized that muscles 
differed in their duty times for the different activity levels and that the intermuscular 
correlation of duty times differed in various combinations of muscles, especially between 
muscle groups known to be independently controlled during mastication. 

 
Materials and Methods 
 

Animals 
 

Six healthy adult male New Zealand White rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus, Harlan, Horst, 
the Netherlands), aged 5 to 12 months, each weighing from 2,800 g to 5,000 g, were housed 
individually in metal cages (45 × 50 × 55 cm), fed a pelleted laboratory diet for rabbits and 
water ad libitum, kept in a climate controlled room with a 12-hour light-dark cycle with 
lights on at 7 a.m., and were allowed an acclimatization period of 2 weeks. None of the 
animals showed signs of an atypical dental or occlusal condition. Except for the daily care 
and examination, the animals were left undisturbed to minimize external influence. The 
experiment had been approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the Medical School of 
the University of Amsterdam and was performed in accordance with the animal care and 
welfare guidelines of the National Institute of Health. 
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Telemetric recording system 
 

A telemetric system was used in this study, as described previously (Langenbach et al., 
2002, 2004). In brief, a fully implantable four-channel device for biopotential recording 
(F50-EEEE, Data Sciences International, St. Paul, MN, USA), accounting for 0.3%–0.5% 
of the body weight of the animals, was used to simultaneously register the activities of the 
anterior superficial and the posterior deep masseter, the medial pterygoid, and the digastric 
muscles. Muscle potentials were picked up by bipolar stainless steel wire electrodes, 
filtered (first-order low-pass filter, 158 Hz), and sampled (250 Hz) in the implant 
(21,600,000 samples/channel/day). The sampled potentials were transmitted to a receiver 
(RMC-1, Data Sciences International, St. Paul, MN, USA) above the cage and stored on a 
computer hard disk using a data acquisition system (DataQuest A.R.T. 2.3, Data Sciences 
International, St. Paul, MN, USA, Fig. 3.1 A).  
 

Surgical procedure 
 

The transmitter was placed subcutaneously in the shoulder area of the animals. The 
electrodes were subcutaneously led to an incision in the right submandibular region and 
inserted parallel to the fiber direction into predefined locations of the right anterior 
superficial and the posterior deep masseter, the medial pterygoid, and the digastric muscles 
(Fig. 3.1 B) using a longitudinally ground hypodermic needle (Nuijens et al., 1997). The 
leads were sutured at the muscle surfaces to prevent them from dislodging. All surgical 
procedures were performed with the animals under general anesthesia initiated by an 
intramuscular injection of fentanyl/fluanisone (Hypnorm, Janssen Pharmaceutica, Tilburg, 
the Netherlands), followed by an intravenous dose of midazolam (Dormicum, Roche 
Nederland, Mijdrecht, the Netherlands), and inhalation of an individually adjusted mixture 
of isoflurane and oxygen. Antibiotics, fluoroquinolones (Baytril, Bayer, Mijdrecht, the 
Netherlands), were administered on the 2 days preceding and following surgery. Analgesic, 
buprenorphine (Temgesic, Schering-Plough, Maarssen, the Netherlands), was provided 
immediately after surgery and, as necessary, 1 or 2 days following surgery. 
 

Data collection and analysis 
 

Muscle activities were continuously recorded for 8 days, starting 2 days after surgery when 
the animal had regained common feeding and locomotor activity. At the end of the 
experiment the animals were sedated and killed by an overdose of pentobarbital (Nembutal, 
Sanofi Sante, Maassluis, the Netherlands). After decease of the animal signals were 
sampled for another 5 minutes to determine the level of recorded noise. The locations of the 
electrodes were subsequently verified by dissection.  
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Figure 3.1 Method of data collection and analysis. (A) Implantation site of the telemetric device, cordless 
transmission to the receiver, and storage of the data. (B) Electrode locations in the examined jaw muscles. (C) 
Example of a processed and rectified EMG recording of the anterior superficial masseter. The broken lines in the 
bottom panel indicate 5% and 50% of the peak-EMG. Bursts with amplitudes exceeding 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 50%, 
and 90% of the peak-EMG were grouped to determine the duty times at these activity levels. Note that the 
depicted 5-minute period is not representative of the EMG recording of the entire day. 
 
 

For each animal, EMG recordings of the last 2 experimental days, more than 7 days 
after the surgical procedure, were selected for analysis to exclude potential confounding 
effects of the transmitter implantation (Barrett et al., 2001; Leon et al., 2004). The 
recordings were filtered (5 Hz high pass) to remove motion artifacts, rectified, and averaged 
over five samples (20 ms) to enable further analysis (Spike2, version 5.06, Cambridge 
Electronic Design Ltd., Cambridge, UK). Per day and for each muscle all EMG samples 
were indexed for their amplitude (steps of 1 �V). The 0.001% samples with the largest 
EMG amplitudes (i.e., 43 samples) were excluded to eliminate potential artifacts. The 
largest amplitude of the remaining 99.999% of the samples was assessed per muscle during 
either 24-hour period. This amplitude was defined as the peak-EMG and indicated the 
maximum activity of this muscle for the respective day. Muscle activity levels were 
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expressed as percentages of this peak-EMG. The duty time was defined as the relative time 
per hour during which a muscle was active. Duty times were calculated for muscle 
activities exceeding 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 50%, and 90% of the peak-EMG (Fig. 3.1 C). 

Inaccurate electrode location at the time of dissection led to exclusion of the medial 
pterygoid muscle in two animals, and to exclusion of the posterior deep masseter muscle in 
another animal, so that the results are based on four and five samples of these muscles, 
respectively. EMGs of the anterior superficial masseter and the digastric muscles were 
sampled from all six animals. 

The recorded noise samples allowed for the estimation of the noise level ([�y2 * n-1]0.5, 
y = sample amplitude, n = number of samples). In the 5-minute recording, the noise level 
for the examined muscles in the six animals varied from 0.08 �V to 0.24 �V. To determine 
the maximum noise level of the processed signals, the procedure of filtering, rectifying, and 
averaging was used similarly to the analysis of EMG signals but with a higher resolution 
(steps of 0.1 �V). The indexed noise amplitudes had a maximum of 0.3 �V–0.8 �V. To 
ensure that no noise signal was included, activity levels that fell within 10 times the 
estimated noise level were excluded from the analysis. In two of the animals,  
the 1% activity level fell within this range. Therefore, the 2% activity level was the lowest 
level used for analysis in all animals. 
 
Statistical analysis 
 

Mean values, standard deviations, ranges, and coefficients of variation of duty times were 
calculated for each muscle per animal for both 24-hour periods at all examined activity 
levels. These mean values were subsequently used to calculate the mean values and 
standard deviations for each muscle per day. Differences between muscles and between 
days were tested for statistical significance using analysis of variance for repeated 
measurements. To assess whether jaw-muscle activity was mainly diurnal or nocturnal, the 
duty times of each jaw muscle were averaged separately over light and dark hours for each 
individual animal at the predefined activity levels. Differences between the activity 
durations during dark and light periods were tested for statistical significance using a  
paired t test with Bonferroni correction as adjustment for the multiple comparisons. To 
estimate whether activity was related to changes in lighting, the same procedure was carried 
out for periods including 3 hours before and after change of lighting, and for the remaining 
hours of the day. Pearson’s correlation of duty times was calculated for six pairs of muscles 
at all activity levels for both days. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 12.0.1 
for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) with P-values of less than 0.05 considered 
statistically significant. 
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Results 
 

The animals showed some behavior modifications, such as less locomotion, reduced food 
intake, and decreased defecation only during the first 2 days after surgery. The water intake 
was, however, unaltered and the weight of the animals remained constant. These changes 
abated fully and the behavior of the animals during the recording session did not differ from 
the behavior during the acclimatization period.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.2 Duty times of all examined muscles and activity levels on 2 successive days. The panels display 
mean values and standard deviations of hourly duty times for activity levels exceeding 2% (A), 5% (B), 10% (C), 
20% (D), 50% (E), and 90% (F) of the peak-EMG on day 1 (solid) and day 2 (open). Each column comprises data 
from continuous EMG recording for 24 hours. Significant differences between muscles are indicated by single 
(P < 0.05) or double asterisks (P < 0.01). 
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Duty times calculated for all muscles during two successive 24-hour periods are shown in 
Figure 3.2. No significant differences were found between these periods. The mean duty 
times at the lowest activity level (2% of the peak-EMG), and hence including all bursts, 
also those present at higher activity levels, ranged from 12.6% (superficial masseter) 
to 18.8% (medial pterygoid), which corresponded to 451.83 and 675.95 seconds per hour, 
respectively. Assessment of the most intensive activities exceeding the 90% level resulted 
in duty times ranging from 0.002% (digastric) to 0.003% (superficial masseter), which 
corresponded to 0.06 and 0.11 seconds per hour, respectively. Differences in duty times 
were significant at the activity levels above 50% of the peak-EMG. The duty time of the 
superficial masseter was higher than that of the medial pterygoid at the 50% activity level 
and higher than that of the digastric at both the 50% and the 90% activity levels. 

Plotting the duty times against the time course of the experiment (Fig. 3.3) revealed 
that the animals used their jaw muscles mainly during some specific periods of the day. 
Five of the animals showed an apparent circadian pattern of the duty times. A similar 
pattern recurred on both days, although it was different in each individual animal. Some 
animals showed relatively longer activity periods during dark hours whereas others had 
longer duty times during light periods. These differences were, however, not significant, 
indicating that the jaw-muscle activity did neither occur primarily diurnal or nocturnal, nor 
predominantly during the hours around the change of lighting. 

The ranges of duty times and the coefficients of variation, as shown in Table 3.1, 
exemplify the large circadian variations of the muscle activity and the increase of the 
degree of these variations with rising activity level. The coefficients of variation did neither 
differ significantly between the muscles nor between the days. Thus, the variation of duty 
times was similar in all muscles of each animal and a positive covariance was found over 
the course of the day (Fig. 3.4).  

Pearson’s correlation coefficients calculated for six combinations of jaw muscles at 
various activity levels are shown in Figure 3.5. These data represent the intermuscular 
correlation found on either day. In the pairs consisting solely of jaw-closing muscles, the 
correlation coefficients generally increased from the 2% to the 10% activity level and 
continuously decreased thereafter. In all muscle combinations, in which the digastric 
muscle was included, the correlation of the duty times was highest at the 2% activity level. 
This correlation decreased, however, with the increasing level of activity. The muscle pairs 
consisting solely of jaw-closing muscles showed stronger correlation, which was highest in 
the combination of the superficial and deep masseter muscles. Noticeably lower 
correlations were calculated for pairs consisting of a jaw-closing muscle and the digastric 
muscle, of which the combination of the medial pterygoid and the digastric muscles had the 
lowest correlation. 
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Figure 3.3 Duty times of the posterior deep masseter muscle. The four panels show the duty time distribution of 
this muscle in animals #3 (A), #4 (B), #5 (C), and #6 (D) at the activity level exceeding 2% of the peak-EMG over 
the time course on 2 successive days of evaluation. The bars above the graphs reflect light (open) and dark (solid) 
periods. The figure is representative of all examined muscles per animal. 
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Table 3.1 Intramuscular variation of duty times on day 1 at activity levels exceeding 2% and 20% of the  
peak-EMG. 
 

 Duty time 

 Min. (%) Max. (%) CV (%) 
2%a 
 Superficial masseter 6.17 ± 3.52 23.39 ± 4.29 35.86 ± 12.92 
 Deep masseter 4.16 ± 1.46 27.56 ± 5.23 44.93 ± 8.54 
 Medial pterygoid 4.17 ± 1.45 26.12 ± 8.36 44.18 ± 10.81 
 Digastric 4.68 ± 3.56 29.57 ± 11.77 42.41 ± 13.04 
20%a 
 Superficial masseter 0.19 ± 0.23   3.69 ± 1.61 86.79 ± 9.30 
 Deep masseter 0.13 ± 0.11   3.16 ± 1.97 92.31 ± 27.32 
 Medial pterygoid 0.08 ± 0.05   2.63 ± 1.72   108.01 ± 15.74 
 Digastric 0.11 ± 0.18   1.42 ± 2.40 65.52 ± 15.49 

 
Results are mean values ± standard deviations. CV, coefficient of variation. 
a Activity level, expressed as percentage of the peak-EMG. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.4 Duty times of all examined muscles of animal #6. The two panels indicate the duty time distribution 
for all examined muscles at the activity level exceeding 2% of the peak-EMG over the time course on day 1 (A) 
and day 2 (B). The bars above the graphs reflect light (open) and dark (solid) periods. The figure exemplifies the 
covariance of the variations in duty times observed in all animals. 
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Figure 3.5 Intermuscular correlation calculated for six combinations of muscles at all examined EMG levels. 
The results are presented as mean values of Pearson’s correlation coefficients calculated for the duty times 
determined from continuous EMG recording for 24 hours. For clarity the findings of only 1 day are shown. 
 
 
Discussion 
 

Biotelemetry utilizing a fully-implantable transmitter enabled wireless continuous EMG 
recordings in the home environment of the animals and ensured that the recorded behavior 
was as natural as possible. The telemetric system and recording technique employed in the 
present investigation are well characterized (Langenbach et al., 2002) and have been 
previously used in studying daily jaw-muscle activity (Langenbach et al., 2004; van Wessel 
et al., 2005a, 2005d). Muscle potentials were picked up by means of electrodes inserted in 
the right jaw muscles. During powerful motor activities, such as chewing, higher EMG 
amplitudes are recorded in the jaw muscles of the working side than in those of the 
balancing side (Weijs and Dantuma, 1981). Although, like most animals, rabbits usually 
chew on one side at a time, they have no preference for a particular side and frequently 
change the chewing side (Morimoto et al., 1985), sometimes even in the middle of a 
sequence of mastication (Schwartz et al., 1989). Since the results of this study comprise 
data from continuous EMG recording for 48 hours and cover a broad range of normal daily 
activity besides chewing, it is inferred that the muscle activity recorded under the 
conditions employed in this study reasonably adequately represents the true muscle activity 
during powerful motor behaviors on either side.  
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To our knowledge, this is the first study that determined the duty times of four different 
jaw muscles on an hourly basis, which allowed the quantification and comparison of 
muscle activity during multiple periods over the course of the day. Previous studies were 
limited to the masseter muscle (Langenbach et al., 2004) or employed duty times calculated 
on a diurnal basis (van Wessel et al., 2005d) and revealed relatively consistent diurnal duty 
times of jaw muscles over the period of several days (Langenbach et al., 2004; van Wessel 
et al., 2005d). Duty times calculated for every hour of the day, however, showed large 
intraindividual variations over a 24-hour period. In general, the degree of these variations 
was closely comparable for all muscles examined. When the duty times were plotted 
against the time of the day, periods of high activity separated by periods of rest were 
obtained for each animal. The recurrence of these variations on both days assessed indicates 
an apparent circadian pattern of jaw-muscle activity. Diurnal rhythms have been 
demonstrated for a wide range of physiological and behavioral characteristics in rabbits 
(Jilge, 1991; Hudson, 1998; Jilge and Hudson, 2001) and are strongly influenced by the 
light-dark cycle (Hudson, 1998). Locomotor activity, for instance, shows peaks 
immediately after change of lighting (van Hof et al., 1963) whilst food uptake takes place 
mainly at the beginning and at the end of the light period (Horton et al., 1974; Bobbert and 
Bruinvels, 1986). In contrast, jaw-muscle activity observed in the present study had no 
apparent relationship to the lighting conditions. Most likely this disparity is based on the 
inclusion of a broad range of oral behaviors besides food intake in the present investigation. 
The interindividual variations of the circadian patterns suggest the existence of individually 
different circadian profiles of jaw-muscle activity similar to the interindividual variation in 
the exact timing of a number of behavioral functions, such as food intake, hard feces 
excretion, and locomotor activity (Horton et al., 1974; Jilge, 1991). 

In agreement with investigations of the diurnal duty times in the jaw muscles of 
juvenile rabbits (van Wessel et al., 2005d), the average duty times did not differ 
significantly between the muscles at activity levels of 2%–20% of the peak-EMG. The duty 
times calculated for these levels reflect a broad range of oral behavior, including both the 
non-powerful and the most powerful motor tasks (van Wessel et al., 2005a). The related 
tasks might be different for the various muscles as chewing hard food may involve 
powerful activation of the masseter muscle while yawning may involve powerful activation 
of the digastric muscle. At activity levels exceeding 20% of the peak-EMG a relative 
decrease of the duty times of medial pterygoid and digastric muscles occurred in contrast to 
the superficial masseter muscle. These findings suggest that the relative contribution of 
different muscles to various motor tasks depends to a considerable extent on the activity 
level. The marked differences of the diurnal duty times in the superficial and deep parts of 
the masseter muscle of adult (Langenbach et al., 2004) and juvenile rabbits (van Wessel et 
al., 2005d) have been attributed to the highly heterogeneous function of this muscle 
(Widmer et al., 2003) with large timing differences between muscle regions during 
chewing (Weijs and Dantuma, 1981) and sucking (Langenbach et al., 1992), and to the 
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regional differences in motor-unit properties (Turkawski and van Eijden, 2000). The 
present investigation, however, revealed no significant differences between the duty times 
of the parts of the masseter muscle at any activity level. Possible reasons for this disparity 
include the calculation of the duty time on the basis of different times, such as hourly vs. 
daily periods, and the age difference of the animals. The similar duty times and closely 
comparable degree of diurnal variations of all examined jaw muscles suggest that neither 
postural nor oral motor activity can be attributed to a particular of these muscles and 
corroborate the hypothesis that jaw-opening muscles and jaw-closing muscles are 
responsible for both the postural and oral motor activities.  

The concerted functional use of muscles during the execution of motor tasks makes it 
conceivable that the activation patterns of various jaw muscles have noticeable similarities. 
In the present investigation, the intermuscular relationship was determined by the 
calculation of Pearson’s correlation coefficients for the duty times of various pairs of jaw 
muscles at predefined activity levels. These duty times sum up all activity bursts during  
a 1-hour period. Therefore, equal duty times do not necessarily reflect synchronous muscle 
activity as the muscles might become activated at different times and during different 
behaviors within the 1-hour period. However, this approach was employed on the basis of 
the information that various jaw muscles are co-activated during mastication (Weijs et al., 
1999) and other brainstem-controlled rhythmic behaviors (Lund, 1991; Nakamura and 
Katakura, 1995). 

The correlation calculated at higher activity levels for pairs consisting of a jaw-closing 
muscle and the jaw-opening digastric muscle was relatively low. The considerably higher 
correlation at the 2% level, however, might be attributable to the general activity of the 
animal, as all jaw muscles participate in non-powerful motor behavior, such as the postural 
activity. In contrast, correlations calculated at the levels exceeding 5%–20% of the peak-
EMG for pairs consisting solely of jaw-closing muscles were very high. In terms of 
activation bursts, these muscles contribute almost equally to a wide range of oral motor 
tasks at different force levels, and become activated within the same time frame. Although 
the mean duty times of the superficial masseter and the medial pterygoid muscles differed 
at the 50% activity level, the correlation between their duty times was highest of all 
muscles at this level. Thus, the medial pterygoid muscle apparently contributes to the same 
behaviors as the superficial masseter, albeit for a shorter fraction of time. The highly 
coordinated activation of these muscles supports the hypothesis of a common central 
control mechanism of these muscles as suggested elsewhere (Weijs et al., 1999). 

The increasing correlation of the duty times in pairs of jaw-closing muscles could be a 
consequence of the restriction of the range of motor tasks included at higher activity levels. 
These more specific activities seem to involve jaw-closing muscles in a more uniform and 
closely coordinated manner, resulting in higher correlation coefficients calculated for these 
activity levels. This explanation, at first sight, appears to contrast with the finding of 
decreasing correlations at the activity levels exceeding 10% and 20% of the peak-EMG. 
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However, the activities at the highest levels include only the most powerful tasks, possibly 
representing extreme, unexpected, or even accidental motor tasks, which, when expressed 
in duration of muscle activation, on average add up to 29.1, 2.4, and 0.1 seconds per hour at 
the 20%, 50%, and 90% level, respectively. As these extreme activities might just include 
infrequent activities of single muscles or muscle groups, probably triggered by peripheral 
feedback, it is clear that the correlation of the duty times of various muscles declines as the 
percentage of the peak-EMG rises. Furthermore, the percentages of the peak-EMG, which 
in the present study defined the activity levels, are arbitrary and the intervals between them 
enlarge with increasing level of activity. These percentages acted as thresholds and 
activities not exceeding these thresholds were consequently not detected. This possibly 
prevented the detection of an existing activity correlation in a muscle pair if the EMG 
activity of one of the muscles in the pair exceeded the threshold whilst that of the other 
muscle remained below the detection level. The majority of jaw-muscle contractions during 
chewing reaches the activity level of 20% of the peak-EMG in adult rabbits (Langenbach et 
al., 2004) and it therefore appears reasonable that activity levels of similar magnitude 
would provide the best match in pairs of jaw-closing muscles.  

The apparent discrepancy between the correlation coefficients of the groups consisting 
solely of the jaw-closing muscles and the groups consisting of a jaw closing muscle in 
combination with the jaw-opening digastric muscle may be based on the behavioral 
components that contribute to the duty times at the different activity levels. For instance 
during chewing, it may require more muscle activation to break hard food than to break soft 
food but the activation necessary to open the jaw might be about the same. This would 
result in a lower correlation of the duty times of jaw-opening and jaw-closing muscles 
during specific behaviors. Comprising the entire daily activity, including all oral behaviors, 
however, and considering the differential changes in duty times of individual muscles with 
increasing activation levels (e.g., the reversal in the ratio of duty times of the masseter and 
digastric muscles), it appears more likely that this finding is based on a differential control 
of these muscle groups. During mastication, generating the opener and the closer 
motoneuron bursts are independent processes, which are carried out by different groups of 
cells (Lund, 1991). Based on principal component analysis of the changes in burst 
amplitude, it has been concluded that the motor control is further subclassified and that the 
jaw muscles can be divided into three independently controlled groups: 1) the jaw-closing 
muscles superficial masseter and medial pterygoid, 2) the jaw-opening muscels digastric 
and lateral pterygoid, and 3) the deep masseter (Weijs et al., 1999). The present data 
indicate that, when all behaviors are included, the deep masseter groups with the other jaw-
closing muscles and suggest that muscle control changes with the level of activation. These 
results support the conclusion that the activation of jaw muscles is not only independently 
controlled in jaw-opening and jaw-closing muscle groups, but might also be independently 
controlled during powerful and non-powerful motor behaviors. 
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